PRESS RELEASE
HSE selects Trayport®’s GlobalVision Trading GatewaySM
to drive growth.

London, 18 February 2014 Trayport, a leading provider of energy trading solutions to traders, brokers
and exchanges worldwide, today announced that Holding Slovenske Elektrarne d.o.o. (HSE) are now
using GlobalVision Trading Gateway for power trading in Central and Eastern Europe (CEE).
Trayport’s GlobalVision Trading Gateway is an industry-proven electronic trading platform that allows
traders to access multiple liquidity pools and trade across these pools from a single user interface.
Trading Gateway will provide HSE with a central system to manage and execute deals in increasingly
global and complex energy markets.
Tomaz Stokelj, Executive Manager of the Sales & Trading Division at HSE, said “More than 60% of
HSE’s electricity energy trading is outside the Slovenian borders. We are present in twenty European
markets and active on the most important power exchanges and broker’s houses across Europe. We
wanted a solution that will simplify our processes and enhance our efficiency and competitiveness.
This is exactly why we chose Trayport’s Trading Gateway and JouleTM trading screen.’
Combie Cryan, Head of Sales and Client Relations at Trayport, said "We are pleased to welcome HSE
to the growing list of Central and Eastern European (CEE) market participants who are already
benefiting from using Trayport’s solutions. Trading Gateway provides vital trading information and
functionality while simplifying and improving efficiencies in key trading processes. Many participants
are seeing us as the obvious choice given our already established and growing network of electronic
markets in the CEE region. We look forward to working with HSE to help them grow CEE markets.”
The HSE Group is the largest Slovenian organisation in the area of power generation and is the
largest producer and trader of electricity on the wholesale market in Slovenia.
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Sybille Mueller
Streets Consulting
Tel: +44 (0)20 7959 2235
Julia.Streets@Streetsconsulting.com
Sybille.Mueller@streetsconsulting.com

About Trayport Limited
Trayport is a leading provider of energy trading solutions to traders, brokers and exchanges worldwide. It
develops, deploys and supports quality, resilient software for trading in multiple asset classes worldwide in
SM
cleared or OTC markets. Trayport’s GlobalVision software is used by the world’s largest trading companies in
high profile markets that include derivative and cash instruments. Founded in 1993, Trayport has offices in
London, New York and Singapore. Trayport is a subsidiary of GFI Group Inc. (NYSE: GFIG). More information is
available at www.trayport.com
About HSE
HSE is the largest Slovenian power producer and trader with electricity. The HSE Group consists of thermal and
hydro power plants which together produce a large share of electricity in Slovenia and play a crucial role in
supplying safe, reliable and quality provision to their customers.
The HSE Group consists of 15 companies (nine in Slovenia, six abroad), one representative office and one
branch office. The biggest investment is currently the construction of TES 6 Unit (thermal power plant) which will
provide more than a third of all Slovenian electric energy. HSE is also the biggest renewable electricity producer
in Slovenia, accounting for more than 80 per cent of all renewable energy production in the country.
Forward-looking statement
Certain matters discussed in this press release contain forward-looking statements within the meaning of the
Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. When used in this press release, the words "anticipate,"
"believe," "estimate," "may," "might," "intend," "expect" and similar expressions identify such forward-looking
statements. Actual results, performance or achievements could differ materially from those contemplated,
expressed or implied by the forward-looking statements contained herein. These forward-looking statements are
based largely on the expectations of Trayport Limited and GFI Group Inc. (collectively, the “Company”) and are
subject to a number of risks and uncertainties. These include, but are not limited to, risks and uncertainties
associated with: economic, political and market factors affecting trading volumes, securities prices or demand for
the Company's brokerage services; competition from current and new competitors; the Company's ability to
attract and retain key personnel, including highly-qualified brokerage personnel; the Company's ability to identify
and develop new products and markets; changes in laws and regulations governing the Company's business
and operations or permissible activities; the Company's ability to manage its international operations; financial
difficulties experienced by the Company's customers or key participants in the markets in which the Company
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focuses its brokerage services; the Company's ability to keep up with technological changes; uncertainties
relating to litigation and the Company’s ability to assess and integrate acquisition prospects. Further information
about factors that could affect the Company's financial and other results is included in the Company's filings with
the Securities and Exchange Commission. The Company does not undertake to publicly update or revise any
forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise.
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